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HIGHLIGHTS

**Geospatial Evidence in International Human Rights Litigation** New AAAS report provides the first comprehensive assessment of how geospatial technologies have been used in international human rights litigation. [Download the report »](#)

COALITION

**Human Rights and Higher Education** Thank you to those who participated in last month’s symposium. Recordings of the presentations are now available through the AAAS website. [Watch »](#)

QUICK LINKS

**AAAS EVENTS**
- October 2, 2018
  - Webinar
  - AAAS Science and Human Rights Coalition
- Using Most Significant Change in Program Evaluations

**OTHER EVENTS**
- November 10, 2018
  - Worldwide
  - UNESCO
  - World Science Day for Peace and Development

**OPPORTUNITIES**
- Job: Director of Research and Investigations (Physicians for Human Rights)
- Job: Research Programme Manager – Antimicrobial Resistance Benchmark (Access
University Highlights Coalition Student Essay Winner The University College Dublin published an article on Irene Fogarty, winner of the Coalition's 2018 Graduate Student Essay Competition. Read »

AAG President Declares Goal to Highlight Human Rights New American Association of Geographers' President and Coalition Representative, Sheryl Luzzadder Beach, declared her goal for her year as President to highlight the connections between geography and human rights. Read »

Welcome, New Coalition Steering Committee Members The Coalition Council approved the following new Steering Committee members: John Dale (Society for the Study of Social Problems), Mary Gray (American Statistical Association), Tal Simmons (Virginia Commonwealth University), and Yvonne Vissing (Salem State University). Mindy Reiser (member-at-large) was reappointed for a second term.

ON-CALL SCIENTISTS

On-call Scientists Continues to Grow! Does your human rights project need support from a bioengineer who speaks Cantonese? An environmental chemist with experience working in Malaysia? An environmental...
engineer with experience in climate change resilience and environmental justice? On-call Scientists has 1,283 members who stand ready as volunteers for human rights. Request a volunteer »

for the Road Ahead (Just Security)

» Genocide Hoax Tests Ethics of Academic Publishing (Phys.org)

» Researchers Create Way to Measure Human Rights (UGA Today)

READING LIST
Gender and Internet of Things (G-IoT) Resource List (University College London)

Research Brief: Human Rights in a Changing Sociopolitical Climate (University of Minnesota)

Supplements to Document Conflict-related Sexual Violence in Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Iraq (Redress)

The Chut Pyin Massacre: Forensic Evidence of Violence Against the Rohingya in Myanmar (Physicians for Human Rights)

RESOURCES
Human Rights Projects: Guidelines for Scientists and Human Rights Organizations

Primer on Scientific Freedom and Human Rights
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